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Welcome to the
seventh edition of
the CeraPhi Energy
newsletter.
Karl Farrow
– CEO CeraPhi® Energy

Geothermal - as a viable energy solution - is

We have seen our brand presence in the

attracting huge interest across the globe

industry and across social media platforms grow

and we are delighted that CeraPhi Energy is

exponentially over the last year and in this

spearheading this change.

newsletter will be showcasing just how that has
grown as we hit over 4,500 LinkedIn followers.

In this month’s newsletter we will be

Our commitment to ESG (Environment, Social

spotlighting our plans to raise further

and Governance) remains firm and an integral

investment, looking at some of the projects we

part of our DNA and we showcase this in more

have underway including our recent partnership

detail with our signing of The Climate Pledge.

with Pertrofac and the commissioning of Calder
to produce our very first CeraPhiTru unit.

Importantly, we are influencing Government
Policy and are contributing to the Government’s

We will be updating you on the rapid growth

Environment Audit Committee on the enquiry

of our team including not only three new

into Geothermal and continue to maintain

advisory board appointments, announced in our

our high visibility attending, speaking and

last newsletter, but also the appointment of

participating in industry leading events,

four new team members across the globe and

webinars and seminars across the globe.

the intake of two interns to work in our Great
Yarmouth office over the summer.
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CeraPhi Energy is attracting a huge amount
of interest as the first company of its type in
the UK and we are experiencing significant
demand for consultation on geothermal energy
solutions. Recent events - both across the globe
and in the UK of unprecedented heatwaves
and fires - demonstrate the real and significant
dangers we face from global warming.
These events demonstrate the need to deliver
an impact change to carbon reduction by
providing a decarbonizing baseload 1-2-1
energy transition solution that truly addresses
climate change.

We’re
Fundraising

This equity raise will enable us to, not only, meet this
worldwide demand, but also to demonstrate that
Geothermal is a real and serious part of the clean
energy mix.
Investors interested in the business are invited to visit
the Justly Markets website https://investjustly.com/all-

This summer we are pleased to announce we have
launched a funding round with Justly Markets as the
business prepares for exponential growth.
This funding will build on the foundations we’ve already
established, enable us to support the rapid growth we’re

investments/ to find out more about being involved in one
of the world’s most exciting and natural energy forms.
CeraPhi Energy is on a mission to decarbonize baseload
energy sources through a one-to-one energy transition
solution by unlocking more than six billion years of energy
that is stored under our feet.

experiencing and means we will be able to meet the huge
demand for Geothermal. This clean energy solution – as a
viable energy alternative - is attracting significant interest
across the globe.
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Our progress to date
Since our formation last year, CeraPhi Energy has made significant inroads in
promoting and demonstrating Geothermal Energy as a viable solution in the
clean energy mix.
The diagram below shows the significant strides we have made in achieving our goal
to power the earth from the energy below.
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Latest
Project News
We are delighted to announce that – since our last

For CeraPhi Energy this contract award is a statement

newsletter – two significant projects have been

as to how the oil and gas industry is transitioning in the

initiated which will see CeraPhi Energy firmly

carbonisation of the oil and gas extraction process.

establish itself as the industry leader in Geothermal

If old, non-productive wells can be used to produce clean

technology.

baseload energy, then the opportunity is really there to
make those same wells produce carbon free energy when

In May we were awarded a first of its kind study that will

drilled, reducing the carbon footprint during the oil and

test whether oil and gas wells in the North Sea can be

gas extraction process and ensuring the maximum use of

repurposed for geothermal energy.

these assets through a complete energy transition over
decades.

The work, on the EnQuest Magnus platform, will be
conducted with Petrofac our selected industry partner

The geothermal study on Magnus, which lies around 100

for the project to look at repurposing exisitng oil and

miles north-east of Shetland in the northern North Sea,

gas wells and will utilise our closed loop technology,

is being supported by the Net Zero Technology Centre

designed to fit into old wells and extract heat from deep

(NZTC).

underground via a downhole heat exchanger.
Depending on the results, the heat could be used as
direct power and/ or heating or cooling utilities and other
services, reducing the overall carbon emissions of the
facility.
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Our second project is the
announcement that we
have commissioned Calder
to produce the very first
CeraPhiTru unit.
The unit is a proprietary technology designed to prove the
commercial validity of energy from deep wells and how
that energy is used. Initial designs for the CeraPhiTru
unit were successfully completed by Petrofac earlier this
year based on specifications provided by the CeraPhi

Calder has now been selected for the manufacturing of
the CeraPhiTru unit, which will be carried out at the
company’s extensive workshop facilities in Worcester.
The CeraPhiTru unit forms part of the closed loop
geothermal system in the early stage to model and prove
the energy resource to support the commercial validity
and the design of the final topside to be installed.
The CeraPhiTru unit works in conjunction with the
company’s proprietary CeraPhiWell™ solution, a down hole
heat exchanger which is designed to circulate proprietary
working fluids moving the heat to the surface where it is
then processed into direct heat or power use before it is
returned into the well.

Energy team.

Left to right: Jim McNicol, Richard Jenkins, Sean Greenow-Langford and Iain Pittman.
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Announcing
New
Appointments

Welcoming New Members
of Staff to the Team.
In our April newsletter, we announced the appointment of
three new advisory board members as part of our continued
expansion.

Michael Kuhlan as Drilling and Completions Specialist, Rupert Cutler as Risk Insurance Specialist and
Howard Tolman as Finance Technology and Banking Specialist. In this newsletter we’re delighted to
announce the appointment of further team members with the appointment of four new recruits and the
appointment of two summer interns in the UK. The appointments correspond with our significant growth
and increasing demand for consultation on geothermal energy solutions.
New to the CeraPhi Energy team is:

Higinia Torregrosa – US Projects Co-ordinator
Higinia joins us in our Houston office with over ten years’ experience as an exploration geoscientist
working on international projects in the energy sector. She has a Masters in Renewable Energy from
the IMF Business School and a Masters in Exploration Geoscience from Imperial College London. She has
both a combined background in upstream exploration and renewable energy sectors aligning exploratory
geoscience with energy transition needs.
Higina’s experience in the oil & gas sector spans from 2008 to 2022, where she developed deep practical
experience in petrophysics, geophysics, geological operations, prospect generation, risk assessment, and
2D / 3D seismic data interpretation.
A former boss said of Higinia ‘I recommend Higinia to anyone that needs some fresh powerful batteries in
their team!’

Suzanne Allen – Environment, Social and Governance
Suzanne joins CeraPhi Energy as part of the ESG (Environment, Social and Governance) team and will
be responsible for collecting data on the carbon footprint of industrial activity. She comes to CeraPhi
Energy with 17 years’ experience in education, across many different roles. Initially working as a teaching
assistant, Suzanne went on to become a science teacher and Head of Physics.
Outside of work, Suzanne loves walking her two-year-old Vizla and having family and friends over - feeding
them makes her very happy. Although she’s not sure if they feel the same!

Paige Draper and Zach Chilvers
Paige graduated in 2019 with a master’s in automotive engineering and from there went on to Graduate
from a Post Grad in Artificial intelligence and robotics in 2020. Her first graduate engineering job, Paige’s
role within CeraPhi Energy will be focusing on surface systems, specifically looking at the most efficient
use and combination of processes using the heat extracted from a well. As part of this, Paige will be
focusing on creating simulations to determine the cost and outputs of such processes which can then be
used to demonstrate what can be provided to a client.
Outside of work, Paige enjoys video gaming from playing dungeons & dragons to cosplaying at comic cons.
She enjoys spending time with her animals and currently own reptiles and chinchillas as well as selling
artwork via her online Etsy shop.
Zach graduated with a master’s degree in mechanical engineering from the University of Portsmouth in
2014, after which he worked as a Process Engineer. His role at CeraPhi Energy will focus on designing,
implementing, and improving manufacturing processes as well as CAD (Computer Aided Design) work
exploring where Geothermal energy can be utilised and modelling the heat transfer within the system.
Outside of work, Zach enjoys spending time with his wife Natasha and his two young children, Oscar, three
and Gabriella, one, cooking, running and playing golf (badly).
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CeraPhi
Team Strategy Day
In February, more than 20 of the CeraPhi team

Further to this meeting, the CeraPhi Energy team

came together for the first time since the

met again in June to further discuss the findings

company’s incorporation and with some of the

from the report generated and consolidate its

team meeting for the very first time.

business plan for the coming year. Following
the meeting, the team had a fun evening at The

During this two-day event, at the historic Masonic

Dog Racetrack celebrating the finalisation of our

Lodge in Great Yarmouth, the team developed and

strategic vision.

agreed the company’s key strategic messaging
and how the CeraPhi Energy business would be
positioned in its marketplace.

Government Interaction
The UK Governments Environmental Audit

committee when reading through the many responses

Committee recently published a request for

they are sure to receive.

interested companies, organisations and individuals
to submit evidence that will contribute to an Inquiry

They must, we feel, take away from the data the fact that

around Geothermal Energy.

over 50% of the globe’s energy demand is for heating and
cooling, not power, and therefore sits in the sweet spot of

To help guide the answers, the request was based on

Geothermal Energy. CeraPhi Energy worked with the EGEC

several key questions, established in order to “control” the

to collate a wider industry response to this and we will be

responses.

sharing our response with other MPs who have a declared
interest in meeting the Net Zero Challenge head on.

Convincing Governments, not only the UK Government,
as to the enormous potential that still lies locked

We now wait for the outcome. We hope this will lead to

in Geothermal Energy as a means of significantly

more investment in Geothermal development and help

contributing to carbon reduction and securing baseload

establish a marketplace for thermal energy. Whatever the

energy, is an ongoing challenge. At CeraPhi we are

next government looks like, this issue must form part of

continuously in touch with MPs and other Government

a cross party ambition and be supported regardless of

agencies to lobby and inform the decision makers about

change. At CeraPhi we will continue to raise awareness

the benefits of this almost unlimited renewable energy

both ourselves and through GEAA, not just to promote our

resource that is below our feet, everywhere.

business, but to ensure Geothermal in all its guises gets
the recognition and support that will drive this energy

We therefore grasped this request for evidence and set

solution and bring the heat beneath our feet into our

about the preparation of our views and plans in a way

homes and workplaces to help secure energy, lower costs

we hope was informative and inspirational for the audit

and reduce emissions.
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LinkedIn Update
We are delighted to announce that this summer
we have topped more than 4,500 followers on
LinkedIn.
This is great news for the business and demonstrates,
not only our commitment and passion for
communicating the importance of Geothermal as a
viable alternative energy source, but also the desire
and interest from audiences to read, understand and
embrace this technology.
To find out more and to follow us on LinkedIn

Our Commitment
to ESG
Climate Pledge

4,500+
Linkedin followers
their support, CeraPhi Energy joins more than 300
signatories, all of whom have pledged to deliver netzero carbon by 2040.
By signing the Climate Pledge, CeraPhi Energy has
firmly demonstrated its commitment to reducing carbon
emissions through our business proposition of providing
the cleanest, carbon free, cheapest and most efficient
24/7 base load energy through geothermal, as well as
showing our passion and commitment as individuals to

In May we announced our commitment to deliver

achieving net-zero carbon by 2040.

net zero carbon by 2040 with our signing of the
Climate Pledge, a worldwide commitment made by
companies and organisations across the globe.
Joining some of the world’s largest brands, including
Amazon and Mercedes Benz, who have already pledged
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A High
Profile Visit
We were delighted early this summer to welcome

The meeting covered how, as a result of these similarities,

Bill Cattanach OBE and Sylvia Buchan from the UK

skills are readily transferable, risk is reduced, rapid and

Oil and Gas Regulator, the North Sea Transition

consistent scalability is enabled and, importantly, social

Authority.

benefits are increased by providing a near similar
replacement opportunity through employment of oil

The visit to our operational base in Great Yarmouth

and gas skilled workers. Indeed, this type of geothermal

provided the chance to discuss the Geothermal Energy

is almost certainly the only industry that during the

opportunities available to the Oil and Gas industry

transition from fossil fuels will provide a “soft landing” to

specifically around repurposing end of life Oil and Gas

those employed by the oil and gas industry creating a true

wells both onshore and offshore.

energy transition and helping to sustain a cost effective
and robust energy security for the country and the global

The meeting also provided an opportunity to discuss

economy moving forward.

the similarities in operating environments, with the
Geothermal and Oil and Gas Industries requiring very
similar expertise and skill sets.
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Plant a Tree
with CeraPhi
Energy
For every business card we collect at events we
attend we promise to pledge a tree in honour of
our new contact.
CeraPhi is committed to our ESG strategy and giving
back to the planet.
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Events
Farm Business Innovation Show, Nec, Birmingham
2 & 3 Nov 2022
www.farmbusinessshow.co.uk

PIVOT from Hydrocarbons to Heat
26 July 2022
Our CEO, Karl Farrow will be contributing and speaking as
part of the annual PIVOT event. More information can be
found about the event at:
https://www.thinkgeoenergy.com/pivot-2022-allhands-on-deck-july-25-29-2022/

Can Do Expo 2022
1 July 2022
In July we exhibited at the Can Do Health and Care Expo
2022 in the Net Zero Zone. The event provided an excellent
opportunity to explore the next chapter for Suffolk and
North East Essex ICS – from ‘Thinking Differently Together’
to ‘Doing Differently Together’.

King’s Lynn Climate Change Expo
25 June 2022
June saw CeraPhi exhibit at The King’s Lynn Climate Change
Expo. The event proved to be an excellent showcase for
decarbonisation measures available to local businesses as
well as offering advice on how to progress such works and
achieve the 2050 net zero target.
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SNS 2022 Energy Integrated In The East
25-26 May 2022
In May we exhibited at EEEGR’s annual SNS conference.
At the show our CEO, Karl Farrow, also presented on how
Geothermal is a major contributor in achieving Net Zero
targets.

Offshore Technology Conference 2022, Houston
2-5 May 2022
We exhibited in May at OTC as part of the Green Town
Labs stand. The event proved an excellent vehicle for
disseminating the CeraPhi Energy brand and demonstrating
how the business will make an impact in the US Geothermal
market.

CREF 2022
26-28 April 2022
April saw us exhibit at the 14th Caribbean Renewable
Energy Forum in conjunction with the Department for
International Trade (DIT) promoting Geothermal Energy as
a sustainable energy transition for Island Baseload Energy
Solution from closed loop geothermal technology.

Energy Transition Event
6 Apr 2022
Also in April, our CEO, Karl Farrow presented at the EEEGR
Energy Transition Event, explaining – by using CeraPhi
technology - geothermal energy can be produced from
disused wells in a sustainable and environmentally friendly
way.
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Global Energy Developer
Delivering Integrated Geothermal
Energy Solutions
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